Baca  didn't  see   the   rollover  but  he   saw  the   scraper   lights
shining   in   the   air.      He   also   saw  Martinez   crawling   out   of   the
overturned   equipment   (Tr.   212,   213).
MSHA's   Rebuttal
This   evidence   purports   to  measure  the  angle   of   repose   from
the   photographs.      But   Inspector  Kovick   had   never   taken   angles   from
a   photograph.      Further,   he   had   not   been   trained   in   that   regard
(Tr.   222).
Discussion
Section   55.18-2   requires,   in   part,   that   the   operator
designate   a   competent   person   to  examine  a  working   place   at   lea's t
once   each   shift   for  conditions   that  might  adversely   affect   safety
or   health.      MSHA's   failed   in   its   burden   of   proving   the   initial
requirement  of   the   regulation.     In  addition,   Day's   experience
establishes   his   expertise.     Further,   it   is  virtually
uncontroverted   that  Day made   an   inspection  with  operators   Baca   and
Martinez  at   the  beginning  of   the  shift.
The  evidenciary  thrust of   petitioner's   case   concerning
adverse   safety  conditions   is   twofold:     first,   it   is   asserted   that
at   the  point  of   the   turnover   the  area  was  not   bermed.     Further,   it
is   asserted  that   an  excessively  sharp  slope  at   the   edge   of   the
stockpile,   (less   than  an  angle   of  3   to  1),   caused   the   rollover*
On   the   issue   of   whether   the   area   was   adequately  bermed   I
conclude   that  berms  were   not   required.     Witnesses  Kovick   referred
to  a   "roadway11   as  being  20  feet   wide.   (Tr.   164,   165),     Rut   on   this
issue   I  credit   Day's   testimony   that   the  area  where   the   accident
occurred  was   the  area  where  the   topsoil  was   being  dumped   by  the
scrapers   (Tr.   186),      In  addition,   if   the   factual   situation   called
for  berms,   then  MSHA  should  have  cited  respondent   for   violating
the  applicable   berm  or  dumping   regulation.
The   additional   facet   of   petitioner's   case   is   that   the
excessively  sharp  slope   caused   the  rollover.     On   this   point   I
credit   respondent's  evidence.     Witness  Day,   in  charge  of   the   area,
and   inspecting   it  daily was   in  a much  better  position   than   the
inspector   to  testify  as   to  the  angle  of   the  slope.     I  credit   Day's
version   that   the   slope  varied  at various  points   between   an  angle
of  3   to   1   to  an  angle  of   7   to  1.
The   inspector's   contrary  conclusion  concerning   the   angle   of
the  slope   is   not  persuasive.     He  didn't  measure,   didn't   determine,
and  didn't   know  the   angle   of   the  slope.
Further,   I   reject  MSHA's   rebuttal  evidence.     The  measurements
on  Exhibits  P6  and  P7  do  not   establish   the  extent  of   the   angle   of
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